Summer Photos

In this issue's photo gallery, children learn and play at Rice Creek, the Syracuse campus reaches out, Waterbury Hall dresses up, new students orient to a new life, distant Pluto beckons and a Southeast Asian nation recognizes GENIUS. If you would like to submit photos of timely activities for future issues, email pictures with a brief caption to proffice@oswego.edu.

Oswego's first Start-Up NY partnership approved
SUNY Oswego has partnered with Designer Hardwood Flooring CNY of East Seneca Street in Oswego in a Start-Up NY project—the college’s first—that holds promise for 19 new jobs, Gov. Andrew Cuomo has announced. Read more >

Faculty bassist scores new multimedia publication
When SUNY Oswego bassist and bass instructor Danny Ziemann could not find the right text to help teach jazz bass lines, he decided to write one -- and include audio files supporting the lessons. Read more >

‘Dynamic’ college to greet diverse class of 1,500 freshmen
The college’s enrollment of about 1,500 first-year students for the fall semester will approach and possibly surpass 2013’s class of first-year students and establish a new high-water mark in the proportion of students from underrepresented groups. Read more >

People in Action

In this issue, read about presidential participation in local and international affairs, a SUNY Brain Scholar, students at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, an Oswego professor collaborating with a Nobel laureate, state and national athletic recognitions, responses to a professor's book, and small grants to faculty in chemistry, art, and curriculum and instruction and administrators in the School of Education. Read more
Grant to support research on Hawaii’s lava flows

Rachel Lee of the atmospheric and geological sciences department will research the behavior of lava flows on the island of Hawaii and in laboratory simulations, thanks to a highly competitive two-year, $30,000 grant from the National Science Foundation. Read more >

Memoir seeks to help others cope with OCD

After decades of hiding her uncontrollable self-abuse, communication studies faculty member Maggie Lamond Simone exposes her life’s experiences in the recently published book “Body Punishment: OCD, Addiction and Finding the Courage to Heal.” Read more >

College launches Youth Conservatory

The college has begun assembling the first class for the new Oswego Youth Conservatory, reaching out to area schools to offer extracurricular training in choral singing to middle school, high school and home-schooled students ages 12 to 18. Read more >

Minor in nutrition keys on healthier eating, living

The health promotion and wellness department recently began offering nutrition as a minor, opening opportunities for students to focus on a booming field that tries to combat national issues with what people eat and why. Read more >

‘Re-emerging’ art of illustration added as minor

A new minor in illustration promises to provide art majors and students across disciplines with a strong foundation in a skillset that art department chair Cynthia Clabough says is enjoying resurgence in demand. Read more >

Spotlight

Meet Emmanuel "Manny" Cruz, who from a personal viewpoint promotes the college’s benefits to potential students throughout New York City — in this issue’s Spotlight.

For more events, see SUNY Oswego Events.
Announcements

- University Police earns national recognition
- Leadership Oswego County recruiting for class of 2016
- Tyler Art Gallery hosts two exhibits off campus
- Police Report
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